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Kustra focuses on,
academic support in
Spring Address
BY GREGORY RUTTY
News Editor
retains just 59 percent of its full-
time, first year students.
In addition to the book pro-
gram, a 14-member Task Force
on Freshmen Success has been
created to study what factors help
determine whether first-year
students return for a sophomore
year.
Kustra also said BSUwill place
a renewed emphasis on recruiting
the best and brightest high school
scholars. Two initiatives will tar-
get Idaho high school students
who have demonstrated excel-
lence in academics with scholar.
ships intended to bring them to
BSU.
The Capital Scholars program
will offer Idaho high school ju-
niors in the top 10percent of their
class and with ACTscores of over
27 or 1,220 on the SAT s1.000
scholarships to attend BSLJ,
BSU will also try to recruit
some ofIdaho's roughly 80 annu-
al National
Mer i t
Scholars
by offering
them full-
fee paying
scholarships
for four
years of \111-
dergraduate
work in ad-
dition to an
annual sti-
pend,
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President Robert Kustra updat-
ed students, faculty, and staff on
the state of the university and his
vision for it in his Spring Address
Wednesday, Jan. 5, in the Jordan
Ballroom.
Kustra spoke about BSU being
at a "tipping-point" where the
decisions made today could de-
termine whether or not BSUwill
emerge as a prestigious metropol-
itan research institute.
"This is clearly a very exciting
time for the Boise State family,"
Kustra said. "We seem to be writ-
ing a chapter in Boise State his-
tory."
Kustra compared BSU to other
public metropolitan universities
that have become prestigious and
projected that in as little as three
to fiveyears BSUcould move from
a classification of a level one mas-
ter's university
to an intensive
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and increase wealth of re- BY LIZ H R L E green card can take up to eight card or becomes a U.S.citizen, he seek help, the abuse continues,
the role BSU \." sources at News Writer months. These procedures can or she can petition for a spouse, Nolasco said.
plays in the BSU in its be more time consuming as the parent or unmarried sons and "Some legal immigrants fear
economic development of the students, faculty, and staff but About 30 individuals attended USCIS department processes daughters as long as they are un- being deported, even if they do
Treasure Valley. BSU has to be more coordinated the Perspectives of Immigration eight to 10 million applications der 21years old, Mather said. have their green card because
The academic initiatives range in offering its resources. Forum held at the Boise Public a year compared to 2 million ap- Nolasco said the Catholic they don't know their full rights,"
from the creation of a graduate As the legislative session draws Library last Thursday night. Les plications four years ago, Mather Charities of Idaho offer their Nolasco added.
residential program to a fresh- near, Kustra said it is absolutely Bock of the Idaho Human Rights said. services to all people regardless Many immigrants seek help
men book program to increased necessary. that Idaho universi- Education Center served as Along wait isn't the only factor of race, ethnicity, religion or in- from a "notario," which is inter-
academic recruiting efforts. ties sell the importance of public moderator for the two speakers. in obtaining legal status in the ability to pay. Through this non- preted as a government official
The Graduate Residential highereducatioll to legislators Refujio Nolasco of the Catholic United States. An applicant must profit organization, Nolasco has in Mexico only to find out this so
Scholars Program will award 20 and citizens alike. Charities of Idaho and Robert have a petition or a formal writ- seen and helped over 700 people called public notary is outto take
graduate students an award that In addition to lobbying the leg- Mather, a caseworker for U.S. ten request from a spouse or a and said their biggest barrier is advantage of innocent people, '
includes a two-year graduate as- islature for more funding, Kustra Citizenship and Immigration parent, pass a medical screening, language. . Nolasco said.
sistantship, on-campus lodging, hopes to begin a capital campaign Services, were the guest speak- background check, have all re- Nolasco said some of the cases The forum came to a close by
graduate school fees, and a nine- by next fall. Currently, four firms ers for the night. quired documents and pay thou- he sees are heartbreaking. allowing people in the audience
month stipend. Based on current are in consideration for the job According to Bock, many peo- sands of dollars to have these Some cases include families. ' to ask questions and offer opln-
costs, each award wil! be worth that will have one of them helping ple are moving to the u.s. be- services completed, Mather said.' being separated from their chll- ions. Some had personal ques- .;
more than $26,000 annually. raise well in excess of$100 miilion cause it is a wonderful country "For example, if I filed for my dren and U.S. citizens abusing ttons of how to help their faml-
Forincoming freshmen, Kustra for BSU. ' . yet immigration remains a big is- sister in '82, she might just be im- their immigrant spouses. Some lies come to the U.S.,others were
has initiated the Freshmen Book Throughout the address, Kustra sue. He added that it takes most migrating today ... it takes 20.01' families could be separated for simply curious about the entire
Program where all first-year stu- reiterated his seriousness about applicants many years to attain more years because the process 15~20 years from their infant process.
dents will be encouraged to read achieving the goal of transform- a green card as well as U.S. citi- is extremely time consuming." sons and daughters and then see Anyone seeking guidance for
an-assigned book and participate' ing BSU into a major metropoli- zenship. Mather added. ' them again as adults. immigration services can visit
in book discussions during 9tien~. tan research institute. . . '.• ;' The Department of Homeland Today, it is very difficult for Abuse cases arc very common the nearest Catholic Charities
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The 2004 season for the Boise
State Broncos will go down as the
It's hard to swallow a loss, es- most successful as a Division I-A
pecially when you can't redeem school.
yourself for eight months. The first top-10 ranking in
The Broncos' unbelievable run school history, a third straight
fell short by four points in the. Western Athletic Conference
loss to Louisville in the AutoZone 'Championship and a season at-
Liberty Bowl on New Year's Eve, tendance record. None of these
but the defeat didn't come as a accomplishments will be forgot-
total Joss as the team gained na- ten by a heartbreaking loss on
tional recognition for their strong the last day of the year.
team effort in a game that most Despite the loss, the Broncos
across the country were predict- finished the season with their
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
highest ranking ever to end a sea-
son. The Broncos finished 12th in
the Associated Press and 13th in
the ESPNIUSA Today Coaches
Polls. The previous high in a final
poll was 15th in 2002, and 16th last
year-all three seasons finishing
with just one loss.
Fans tight here in Boise also
too!' notice. All but one of the
seven homes games this season
for 'the, Broncos were sold out.
The season opening game versus
Idaho set an attendance record,
only to be broken the next week
versus Oregon State. The Hawaii
game was the only non-sellout,
mainly due to a confusion of stu-
dent tickets not sold. The aver-
age attendance this season was
30, 499 per game, eclipsing the
2003 season by over· 2,000 fans
per game.
The Broncos became the
darlings of ESPN this season.
Coming into the Liberty Bowl,
the Broncos had a perfect 15-0
record on ESPN televised games,
including six wins this season
going into the Liberty Bowl. The
Immigration process discussed at forum
School. Registration costs $35. Call St. Luke's at (208)
381-1200 for more information.
1/19/05
Nonviolence in Action, Part 1. Hatch Ballroom,
SUB. 2:40 - 3:30 p.m. Workshop on how to organize
peaceful protest.
Nonviolence in Action, Part II. Hatch Ballroom,
SUB. 3:40 - 5 p.m. Workshop on the prevention ofvio-
lence in Boise.
Status of Women in Idaho. Hatch Ballroom, SUB, 7
_ 8:30 p.m. Discussion to improve the status ofIdaho's
women.
1/20/05
Books not Bars. Hatch Ballroom, SlJB. 1:40-3 p.m.
Discussion on funding for prison system and public
education.
Women's Rights are Human Rights. HatchBallroom,
SUB. 3:15 - 4:30 p.m, Discussion on human rights and
, the role it plays in the women's rights movement.
Beyond Vietnam: Beyond Iraq. Hatch Ballroom,
SUB 4:40 .,..6 p.m. Reflection between Martin Luther
King Jr.'s speech "Beyond Vietnam" and its relevance
on the war in Iraq.
The Invisible Idahoan: 200 years of Blacks in Idaho.
Farnsworth Room, SUB.6 - 7 p.m. Workshop on Black
history in Idaho.
Racism and Immigration: Here and Now. Hatch
Ballroom, SUB. 7 - 8:30 p.m. Discussion on America's
immigration system.
1/18/05
Registration deadline for "Mental Health and
Illness," as part of 3'" Annual Idaho Mini Medical
world . world. .
Iraq's insurgency
continues at fierce pace '
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Jordanian terrorist
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi reportedly took
responsibility for a suicide car bomb-
er who on Monday killed at least nine
Iraqis and injured 22 at a checkpoint
outside the U.S. stronghold in Baghdad.
The stronghold is home to Iraq's inter-
im government and the U.S. Embassy.
In northern Iraq on Monday a second
car bomb hit a Humvee convoy injuring
three soldiers and an Iraqi.
The Iraqi insurgency has remained
fierce with fighting continuing even
in areas where the U.S. military has
launched large-scale operations.
Since the recapturing of Fallujah in
November, U.S. air strikes and fire-
fights have continued. At least 15 troops
have been killed in the province since
December.
Powell calls for more
NATOinvolvement
BRUSSELS, Belgium - As President
Bush tries to mend fences, trans-
Atlantic relations remained strained
as Secretary of State Colin Powell ac-
cused France, Germany, and four other
European nations of "hurting the cred-
ibility and cohesion" of NATO.
The accusations come as a result of
those nations not allowing their sol-
diers to go to Iraq and help in training
the new Iraqi army.
Powell's trip marked' his last as
America's top diplomat.
The North Atlantic Council, consist-
ing of 26 NATO foreign ministers, re-
cently agreed to increase support staff
to train the new Iraqi army from 60 to
300.
The Bush administration argues that
to prevent further chaos and bloodshed
in Iraq NATO must expand its role there.
Campus Calendar
1/11/05
ASBSU Senate meeting, Senate Forum, SUB. 4 p.m.
Senate kicks off spring semester.
1/13/05
ASBSU Senate meeting, Senate Forum, SUB. 4 p.m.
1/14/05
Vagina Monologues auditions. Cataldo Room, SUB.
Noon to 4 p.m, No acting experience necessary.
Idaho Mental Health Coalition luncheon for law-
makers. Hall of Mirrors East Conference Room. 700
W. State Street, Boise. Noon.
1/15/05
Vagina Monologues auditions. Cutuklo Room, sun.
10a.m, - 3:15 p.m, No acting experience necessary.
1/16/05
Vagina Monologues auditions. Cataldo Room, SUB.
10 a.m. - 3:15 p.m. No acting experience necessary.
1/17/05
March to Idaho State Capitol. Jordan Ballroom, SUB.
9 - 10:30 a.m. Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Human Rights Hally 2005. Idaho State Capitol steps.
11:15 a.m,
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Boise State to fundraise
for tsunami victims
Boise State University has begun
fund-raising efforts to help Tsunami
victims of South Asia. .
The response comes after President
Bush's announcement that former
Presidents Bush and Clinton will head a
national fund-raising drive, university
officials said.
President Robert Kustra said the
fund-raising shows that BSU under-
stands its responsibility as a member of
the global community.
In order to keep the donation timely,
President Kustra said he wants to wrap
up the efforts at the end of February,
and a check will be sent to the American
Red Cross. University officials encour-
age students, faculty and staff to do-
nate.
Donations can be made in person at
the Payment and Disbursement Office
in the Administration Building, by
credit card over the phone at 426-4148,
or online at www.boisestate.edu/tsu-
nami. Employees can commit to a
payroll deduction to contribute year
long, donations may be tax deductible.
Donation containers will be placed
throughout campus with the official
BSU tsunami relief logo.
New Cbjef of Police
starts j~b
Michael Ma~t~rsbn"~tarted his' first
official dayasBois~:snew chief of PO"
lice on Monday, Jan. ~. ' .
Masterson, a 27-year veteran of the
Madison, Wise. police force, said in a
letter on the BPD's Website that he was
excited to assume the important lead-
ership position. '. ..
As one of the country's fastest grow-:
ing cities, Boise residents and police are
faced with tremendous opportunities
and unique challenges, according to'
Masterson. " .'
Masterson says 'he is committed to
neighborhood policing and .a progres-
sive police department.
"The Boise Police' Department will
continue to strive for excellence by
working on partnerships with you, city
leaders and our service partners," wrote
Masterson. "working together, we can
and will make a difference."
Three Boise State
employees pass away
over break
Boise State suffered the loss of three
employees over the winter break.
Joe Hartman, 62, professor in the
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, passed away Dec. 25 after
a brief illness.
Gary Rosine, professor in the Art
Department, passed away Dec.l6.
Rosine had been with BSU for over nine
years.
Ray Sparkman, 51, passed away Dec.
28. Sparkman was the supervisor at the
Campus Sign Shop.
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BY RRNDRLL POST
Rsslstant News Editor
Ada County's seven Democratic
legislators' met with the public at
the Boise Public Library Jan, 5 to
seek their input on how to improve
Idaho's health care system.
The forum, "Improving Health
Care in Idaho," gave the public an
opportunity to voice concerns and
provide input on health care in
Idaho. Groups from around the state
were there to give information about
how to access health care at little or
no cost.
"We organized the forum to gath-
Whitaker said the time has come for
a single payer, single risk health care
system in Idaho. '
Health Care For All - Idaho says
Americans pay more and get less on
health care because of insurance
bureaucracy and government subsi-
dies for drug companies.
Insuring the uninsured was a ma-
jor theme at the forum.
"The plight of the uninsured is the
greatest tragedy facing America to-
day," Boise resident Torn McCready
said.
According to the Henry J.
Kaiser Family Foundation,
in 2003 more than 242,000
JAN 10 2005 -
er information for the public so they
can access health care," Sen. Anne
Paisley-Stuart said. "We are not
looking to give handouts."
Sen. Elliot Werk said Democrats
are not looking to socialize medicine
and the issue is not a partisan one.
<The answers to people's problems
are not partisan issues. Problems
with health care cross Republican
and Democratic lines," Sen. Werk
said.
Several citizens in the audience
called for universal health care. Dr.
Bill Whitaker, a social work pro-
fessor at Boise State, spoke on be-
half of Health Care For All - Idaho.
Survey: economy education
leadIdahoans'concerns
Local Democrats discuss Idaho health care
BY GREGORY RUTTY
News Editor
The economy and education led
this year's list of issues Idahoans
consider to be the most important
problems facing Idaho. Thirty-
three percent of respondents
to the 16th annual Idaho Public
Policy Survey said the economy is
the single most important prob-
lem facing Idaho, followed by 21
percent who said education is.
The IPP survey is conducted
annually by BSU's Social Science
Research Center to help identify
public polley concerns.
The 531adults polled were asked
questions ranging from their con-
fidence in local, state, and federal
governments, their political ide-
ologies and affiliations, and their
positions on issues from taxation
to water rights.
Overall, the survey painted a
picture of a conservative (52'per-
cent) and Republican (47percent)
Idaho where a majority feels the
state is moving in the right direc-
tion (70 percent) and that state
sales and income taxes are "about
right" (63 percent and 60 per-
cent).
According to James Weatherby,
director of the SSRC, other re-
sponses expressed the "libertar-
ian inclinations of Idahoans."
A majority of Idahoans (60.8
percent) feel that fighting terror-
ism should not impede on citi-
zens' constitutional rights and
that women should have the right
to choose to have an abortion (59
percent).
Among environmental issues
that concerned Idahoans were
drinking water contamination
(23.9 percent), water pollution
(17.3 percent), solid waste treat-
ment, storage, and disposal (16.3
percent), and air pollution (1Ll
percent).
The survey was conducted by
Clearwater Research between
Nov. 3 and Dec. 1, 2004 and has
a margin of error of 4.3 percent
with a 95percent confidence level
for the total population. To view
complete survey results, visit
http://sspa.boisestate.edu.
Police learn the art of
patrolling on a college campus
BY GEORGINR GUSTIN
st. lOUIS Fast-Dispatch
Officer Thompall Gibson was
patrolling the campus ofSouthern
Illinois University Edwardsville
last month when he came across
a message scrawled on a sidewalk
in chalk.
"Some of it got a little obscene
or insulting," Gibson remem-
bered, "so I just got rid of it."
But as he was washing the
words away with water, a profes-,
sor approached.
"He said, 'Hey, what're you do-
ing?'" Gibson recalled. "I said,
'This is offensive to some people
and I'm trying to wash it off.' He
said, 'Haven't you heard of free
speech?' and then started to lec-
ture me."
Gibson isn't a rookie cop, but he
is new to campus policing. And,
as one of35 officers on SlUE's po-
lice force, Gibson has had to ad-
just to the subtle differences be-
tween campus law enforcement
and law enforcement in the "real"
world. Only on a campus, he had
learned, would graffiti - as some
might consider It - be so readily
defended as free speech.
The differences in policing a
college campus and a municipali-
ty extend beyond questions of the
First Amendment.
"First of all, we're dealing with
a population of 18-to 22-year-olds
in an environment where they're
learning things for the first time,"
said SlUE police chief Regina
Hays. Hays was the first female of-
ficer with the Edwardsville Police
Department but left after two
years to start a family. She joined
SlUE's campus police in 1988.
"There's a bigger picture than
the legal aspect," she said. "It's
the guidance, the learning. We're
much more involved than a mu-
nicipal agency. When a student
comes to us with a problem, we'll
never say 'That's not a police mat-
ter."
-Please visit www.arbiteron-
line.com for the rest of the story.
Spring 2005
GRE&GMAT
Prep Classes
Jan 18:' Mar 15
Tues, 6:00pm - 10:00pm
Idahoans were uninsured.
Other issues discussed at the fo-
rum included the rising cost of
health care, obtaining pharmaceuti-
cals from Canada, how to effectively
spend health care dollars, substance
abuse, suicide and mental health.
"There isn't a one stop fix, but it's
definitely something we as policy
. makers need to be dealing with both
at the state and national level," Sen.
Kate Kellysaid.
For More Information Contact:
The Division of Extended Studies
(208) 426-3492
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Forum calls for change In ESL program
BY MARIANA BEKKER
News Writer
Over 300 students at Boise State
arc international students with
visas, and about another 400
students speak English as a sec-
ond language, according to Gail
Shuck, coordinator of English
language support programs.
"There are probably many more
students, but there is just no way
to tell," she said.
The rising number in non-na-
tive students prompted Shuck and
the ESL advisory board to hold
a forum last Thursday to brain-
storm with BSU facultv Ioi ideas
on improving ESL students' col-
legiate experience and to ensure
the BSUcampus is ESLfriendly.
The discussion concentrated
on problems faculty and ESLstu-
dents face and the feasible solu-
tions available.
Shuck said the current ESLpro-
gram is not sufficient and lacks
adequate tutoring, staff and bud-
get.
, "There is all kinds of things we
could be doing, but I am it."
Shuck said budget constraints
limit the services the ESL pro-
gram can provide, making this
forum vital for generating cre-
ative solutions to the issues the
program faces.
"Weneed to close the gap," said
Tetsuya Bhara.
Ehara teaches Japanese at BSU
and was once an ESLstudent.
He sees the main problem as
the lack of support for students.
"When Iwas a student, I felt like
a failure because English wasn't
my native language.
I felt like I couldn't compete
with American students," he said.
According to Ehara, it takes
non-native students six times
longer to read a sentence than an
American student because they
have to translate it back to their
language.
He said taking tests takes even
longer because they also have to
translate their answers from their
native language to English.
"MyGPAsuffered, not because I
did not know the material. but be-
cause I did not have time to read
and answer all the questions."
Ehara suggested the faculty
should allow ESLstudents at least
30 percent longer to take tests.
"Professors are not familiar
with how to work with second
language learners," Shuck said.
She suggested BSU professors
should change their pedagogy to
accommodate ESL students and
e.ncourage student com~unica-
non,
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BY TRYLOR C NEWBOLD
Opinion Editor
"The greatest source of
America's generosity is not our
government; it's the good heart of
the American people." This from
President re-elect George W. Bush
prior to announcing his father
and Bill Clinton as spear headers
of a campaign to help raise pri-
vate donations for South Asian
tsunami relief. Georgie's admin-
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WORK
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CoMe "'ELL
OR HiGHWAteR
istration received much censure
_ alter dedicating only $15 million
initially to the cause. Following
this, the number was change to
$35 million, and event ually was
raised again by adding a zero.
$350 million? When we live in
the richest country in the world
should we be second in donations
to such a disaster? Japan contin-
ues to out-donate us by $250 mil-
lion. No, this is not a competition
but should we not have shown the
monetary power that our count ry
possesses and showed just how
generous our country can be?
Secretary of State Powell re-
sponded to critics, telling the
Associated Press, ".. ,you can't just
throw a number out. You have to
get some sense of what is needed,
some analysis of what is needed."
Was it not clear enough within
24 hours of the tsunami's hit ting
that this was going to be a human
catastrophe? Perhaps $15 million
D,··n··.'····:Il:
By Robert McCarl
Guest Opinion
On Nov. 30, 2004, the ASBSU
Senate defeated a resolution that
called for breaching the contract
between Taco Bell and Boise
State. At that meeting, President
Kustra made a number' of state-
ments that need to become part
of the public record surrounding
this issue. First, he stated: "The
single most destructive thing I
could do to Boise State University
is to breach this contract." He
went on to state the following: 2)
that protests over the Taco Bell is-
sue have harmed the university
and in at least one case caused a
major donor to rescind a dona-
tion; 3) that the size of student fee
increases "could" be affected by a
decision to breach the contract; 4)
he has not heard a single negative
comment from the community
about his decision to sign a con-
tract with Taco Bell; and 5) "The
CI~ picked the wrong university
as a target for their efforts. The
residents of this community all
support the Taco Belldecision."
From the point of view of a fac-
ulty member who has been active
in opposing the branding of Boise
State by the Taco Bell decision, let
me take each of these statements
in order. First, the reason Boise
State is in this controversy is due
to a decision by President Kustra
with the encouragement of Mr.
Bleyrnaier, to sign this contract in
the first place. Taco Bell as a cor-
poration has refused to address
the working conditions of farm
workers in its supply chain, yet it is
the largest restaurant corporation
in the world. It has buying power
that literally sets the prices for
food commodities and therefore
the wages of the growers and farm
workers who produce and harvest
the tomatoes, lettuce, and onions.
In terms of human rights, institu-
tional responsibility, corporate
ethics and the working conditions
of the poor, I would agree that the
Taco Bell decision is and will con-
tinue to be "destructive" to Boise
State University. President Kustra
has already made that fateful de-
cision and he made it quite clear
that he will not change his mind.
Secondly, if students, faculty
and community members cannot
protest a significant decision like
this without "harming the uni-
versity" and causing a major do-
nor to rescind his donation, then
Boise State is well on its way in
becoming a corporate-controlled
university. In my mind, the pur-
pose of a university is to open up
debate and create discourse about
the issues of the day, placing
these issues in wider intellectual
and cultural frames of reference
through all disciplines. Perhaps
that notion is old-fashioned. If
Boise State becomes known as a
university where corporate con-
tributions from anyone with a
big checkbook can buy complic-
ity and silence, then I as a faculty
member and a citizen have not
only failed in my job, I would seek
other employment.
Third, the size of the student fee
increase has very little to do with
support or rejection of the Taco
Bell agreement. I think it was
disingenuous for the president
to link the two. More relevant to
the issue of student fees is the
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prove ties with Muslim countries
and he remained silent about the
disaster for three days straight. I
think he was busy finishing "My
Pet Goat." Instead of dedicating
more government money he has
chosen to rely on American gen-
erosity. Perhaps someone will
kindly remind Mr. Bush of where
a large percentage of the govern-
ment's money comes from.
~nn1lGI.I1lN_·~
signing this agreement. He is re-
sponsible for making, in my opin-
ion, an error of judgment regard-
ing income that is derived from
a questionable source. Local, re-
gional and national news organi-
zations are busily plastering Boise
State's name around the country
as the football team gains hon-
ors and notoriety in the Liberty
Bowl. Yet each time the name of
Boise State is flashed, each time a
prospective student logs on to the
web site to check out our univer-
sity, and each time someone walk
onto this campus, they will see
that Boise State has sold itself for
a few million dollars. In the next
few years Boise State can become
the major metropolitan univer-
sity of the intermountain west
and beyond. Or, it can become
just another outlet for mass pro-
duced consumables offered with-
out concern for the human costs
of their manufacture.
Robert McCarl is an Associate
Professor for the Anthropology
Department
is the usual amount given in cas-
es of tsunamis hitting continents
besides our own. Dolling out an
initial $15 million to this cause
is tantamount to tossing a glass
of water on a bonfire. This SU\.11 is
an insult to the families of those
affected. This is just another ex-
ample of the conceitedness some
of our leaders possess. The U.S.
has a long history of not doing all
it could to help other nations un-
less the issue is of "national inter-
est.' Even $350 million is pennies
compared to the cost of war in
Iraq, which now stands at near-
ly $150 trillion according to the
National Priorities Project.
Had an earthquake occurred
off the cost of California, caus-
ing tsunamis to devastate the
Hawaiian and Californian coast-
lines, you better believe our gov-
ernment would dedicate more
than $350 million. President Bush
had a great opportunity to im-
have to compete against the fast
food giants that line Broadway?
Interestingly, around the country
many of the local franchise own-
ers of Taco Bell restaurants have
themselves had to organize in
order to fight the predatory prac-
tices of the Taco Bell corporation.
Cross-branding, refusing brand
use to low paying franchises, pun-
ishing franchisees for organizing
and even building newer outlets
next to older ones to make more
money, are common practices
in the cutthroat world of global
franchising.
Finally, the president is mis-
taken if he thinks the CIW picked
Boise State as a specific target.
The people mounting this cam-
paign are farm workers who were
asked here by concerned students
and members of the university
community. They have neither the
time nor the resources to select
universities as destinations for
their boycott. The boycott follows
the excesses of the corporation
that most controls their hopes for
a liveable wage. President Kustra
put Boise State on the map by
The Arbiter
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realization that the Pavillion is
still being paid off by student fees
and will be for another few years.
Student fees have gone to fund
many of the buildings on campus
and there are plans underway to
refurbish the student union with
another increase in those fees. I
would simply state that in addi-
tion to using the buildings once
they are constructed, students
(and faculty) should also have a
more active role in their design,
use and identification. President
Kustra would not be making a
concession to the university com-
munity by inviting student and
faculty participation in this pro-
cess, he would be taking a small
step toward avoiding situations
like this in the future.
Four, I would ask the president
who he has talked to about the
Taco Bell issue. Certainly athlet-
ic supporters and major donors
would probably support his deci-
sion. What about alumni, mem-
bers of the Latino and other eth-
nic communities, the religious
community, and small, locally
owned restaurant owners who
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BY CRPTRIN RIBMRN
[RKR JOHN SPRENGELMEYER
RNO RICH ORUIS)
Captain RibMan,
Have you ever played badmin-
ton? IfIasked you to impose your
glorious wrath on the president of
USA badminton would you? (It's
a just cause, you'll make a lot of
people happy).
-Willing-to"give-you-some-
thing-shiny in IN
Dear Willing,
Badminton is an ancient and
noble sport. In Rome,large chick-
ens often swooped in and stole
the children from their cribs. The
parents would fend them offwith
sticks called "cock-whackers."
Eventually, the parents would
have so much fun shuttling off
the birds, they would bathe their
children in chicken feed and
pheromones. By the rule of Julius
n
Caesar, the chickens were referred
to as "shuttlecocks" and the sticks
had a larger paddle shape.
Families would try to knock the
shuttlecock over the fence into
their neighbor's yard. The win-
ner kept their children! Today,
although the sport no longer
uses live chickens or children, it
continues at the highest levels.
Many of our athletic heroes got
their start in badminton - Anna
Kournikova, Michael Jordan and
Seung Min Ryu.
Good Luck!
-Captain RibMan ON THE BRSQUE BLOCK
612Groue Street(John Sprengelmeyer and RichDavis are the creators of the com-
ic strip, "Captain RibMan" and
the humorous advice column "Ask
. Captain RibMan." Questions for
Captain RibMan may be e-mailed
to AskCR@supercomics.com.)
Enjoy work. Experience Apple. Be a Campus Rep.
Why the left i dying What is an Apple Campus Rep?
All iPod v!earinSJ, concert throwing, iTunes (living,
music blastinq, Power Book toting, savvy lalkilic1,
iMovie editing, pavement pounding, ilife !ivil1cJ,
Apple eVtlllgelizing, student sales, and 111,,1 kctinq quru.BY HRNS ZEIGERKnight Ridder/Tribune News serurca
The National Abortion Rights
Action League's youth coalition,
Generation Pro-Choice, dis-
patched an e-mail this week with
the headline "Rumors of Gen Pro-
Choicers demise are greatly exag-
gerated." Interestingly, it didn't
say that the "rumors" were false,
only that they were exaggerated.
It is increasingly clear to NARAL,
though subtly expressed, that the
demise of the left is imminent.
I am convinced that the politi-
cal strength of conservatives, so
evident in the gains of the 2004
election, is a reflection of a more
permanent conservative impulse
that runs deeply in the American
character. But conservatism is not
the chief threat to liberalism; the
left is its own worst enemy.
NARAL's "Generation Pro-
Choice" is dying because liber-
als are birthing fewer children.
James Pinkerton recently con-
tended in Newsday that "the left
has birth-controlled, aborted and
maybe also gay-libbed itself into a
smaller role in American society."
Overall, the fertility rate in
Kerry states is around 12 percent
lower than in Bush states. The
Economist reports that in the ul-
tra-liberal state of Vermont, the
annual fertility rate is 49 children
for every 1,000 women of child-
bearing age. But in the heav-
ily pro-Bush state of Utah, nearly
twice as many children per 1,000
child-bearing-aged women are
being born. Of every 1,000 Utah
women, 91 children are born.
Among liberal constituencies,
homosexual couples are certainly
not having children. Despite the
rapidity and effectiveness with
which the homosexual movement
advances in politics and culture,
homosexuals simply don't repro-
duce.
Abortion has much more to do
with the fertility rates amongst
·liberals. Of the twenty states with
the lowest abortion rates accord-
ing to the Centers for Disease
Control, only Maryland, Maine,
and Wisconsin voted for Kerry.
Of the ten states with the high-
est abortion rates, only Florida,
Kansas, and Virginia voted for
Bush.
States that voted most over-
whelmingly for Kerry tend to be
r~nked among t~e highe~t abor-
tion rates. Kerry s meet impres-
sive lead over Bush was in the
Distict of Columbia where he
scored 90 percent. -The District
also is among the nation's highest
annual abortion rate. Of the nine
I
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GRADUATE COLLEGE
Effective February 01, 2005, the graduate
application Fee For admission to the summer
2005 term and later semesters will be $55
payable at the time of application. This is a
one-time non-refundable charge for new
applicants - previously admitted graduate
students seeking raedmisslcn do not pay an
application Fee. For further inFormation on
graduate study et Boise State, please call
Graduate Admission and Degree Services at
208426-3903 or visit the Graduate College
weI,; site http://www.boisestate.edu/gradcoll/.
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states with the lowest abortion
rates - Idaho, Coloradn, Kentucky,
South Dakota, Mississippi, West
Virginia, Utah, Missouri, and
South Carolina - the average
winning percentage for Bush
was nearly 60 percent. Similar
trends were projected by Planned
Parenthood's think tank, the Alan
Guttmacher Institute, after the
2000 election.
According to the Census
Bureau, the 2004 Voting Age
Population was 217.8 million.
Since the U.S. Supreme Court le-
galized abortion in the 1973 Roe
v. Wade decision, over 40 mil-
lion documented abortions have
occurred. And of those aborted
Americans, 18,336,576 would
have been at least l8-years-old on
Nov. 2. John Kerry lost the popu-
lar vote by only 3,461,992 ballots.
Kerry could have used another 18
million votes - five times his mar-
gin of defeat. That isn't to say that
all 18 million citizens would have
voted for Kerry, or voted at all, but
given the power of parental influ-
ence the chances are likely that
these aborted Americans would
have been a major Democrat con-
stituency.
What's more troubling for
Democrats is that by 2008,
the deficit in their Voting Age
Population will have risen to
24,408,960 - those who were
'aborted between 1973 and 1990.
"Liberals have been remarkably
blind to the fact that every day the
abortions they advocate dramati-
cally decrease their power to do
so," writes Larry Eastland in the
American Spectator.
Wirthlin polling conducted a
recent study of 2,000 Americans
to determine political connec-
tions to abortion. Democrats re-
ported having a close relationship
with someone who had an abor-
tion at 49.37 percent, while only
35 percent of Republicans said
that they were close to someone
who had an abortion. Projecting
these percentages onto the total
u N v
numbers of abortion since 1973,
Eastland found that there are 19.7
million missing Democrats and
13.9 million missing Republicans.
Democrats are at a disadvantage
by 5.84 million missing voters.
James Taranto of the Wall Street
Journal has referred to these
trends as the Roe Effect.
"Abortion is making America
more conservative than it other-
wise would be," writes Taranto.
First, "liberal and Democratic
women are more likely to have
abortions." Second, "children's
political views tend to reflect
those of their parents - not ex-
actly, of course, and not in every
case, but on average. Thus abor-
tion depletes the next generation
of liberals and eventually makes
the population more conserva-
tive."
Liberal author Philip Longman
concludes in a recent Washington
Post article that the "empty cra-
dle" is a result of evolutionary
natural selection. "When secular-
minded Americans decide to have
few, if any, children, they unwit-
tingly give a strong evolutionary
advantage to the other side of the
culture divide."
To suggest that abortion has a
very real impact on cultural trends
is neither revolutionary nor, from
a conservative point of view, wor-
thy of celebration. The murder of
a human being is equally wrong
whether he or she is born to a
liberal or to a conservative, to an
anarchist or to a communist. And
the survival of certain individu-
als over others says nothing about
the comparative worth of one
person over another. The abor-
tion of one child does not indicate
that his genes were less favorable
than his peer's.
America is built on the principle
of equality: that all men are cre-
ated equal and endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of hap pi-
ness. That principle is not predi-
cared on the biological evolution
of the human species. Quite to the
contrary, it is founded on the be-
lief that God has made every soul
in His image.
The rejection of that most fun-
damental truth, the founding
principle of America, is the death
wish of tile American left. Liberals
have not only failed to reproduce,
they are quite literally killing
themselves.
Who are we looking for?
We are looking for you: i\ colleqe student ihot wants
the best sales and marketinq experience you can find
while still in school. The best experience you ((1\1 find
period. We want hiqh ('nerclY, hiqh enthusiasm.
hurd work ..
Apply now.Hans Zeiger is a Seattle
Sentinel columnist and conser-
vative activist. He is president of
the Scout Honor Coalition and
a student at Hillsdale College
in Michigan. Contact him at
hazeiger@hillsdale.edu.
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COURTESY OF STUDENT
ACTlUITIES
Ist, and interpreter of traditional
blues and a music journalist.
"Conklin breathes the Blues,
without being tied to the genre."
-Audio
2117/05:TBA
2/24/05: Tammy Carr (Slam
Poet): Tammy Carr is one of the
best female poets in the country.
Her stage show is commanding
and remarkable, bringing her au-
dience into the world of relation-
ships, comedy, love, pain, how
tos for today's woman (young and
old), and the dramas of everyday
life.Whether in the studio, a cafe,
a main stage or slam, Tammy
Carr's warm presence and fiery
delivery gain her instant approv-
al from her audience, leaving her
unforgettable.
3/3/05: Rochelle Smith:
Rochelle Smith performs original,
acoustic rock music. Rochelle's
music is a combination of sweet
finger picking and fearless strum-
ming. Her voice is soothing. Her
words are powerful, but few and
often have more than one mean-
ing.
3/10/05: Jessie Veeder:
Possessing a charming, free-spir-
ited personality, Veeder is a natu-
ral performer. Behind her unique,
beautiful vocals, her lyrics swell
with references to her own life
experience. Her songs display a
deep, soul-touching portrait of
life in western North Dakota, the
area she knows well and loves
dearly. Veeder's life on the ranch
provide the muse for her songs,
which she's been writing since
she was about lO-years-old.
3/17/05: Paradigm: Paradigm's
melodic alternative-rock sound
and live shows have caught the
attention of the music industry,
and continue to attract a signifi-
cant fan base. Fronted by female
lead-vocalist Shannon Curtis, the
band sets itself apart in a genre
dominated by male leads, and
dark or angry voices. Paradigm
draws listeners in with a gripping
vocal style and inspiring lyrics ex-
pressing both the melancholy and
This semester in the Student
Union - Building, Student
Activities will be sponsoring
the Coffeehouse Concert Series.
Thursday nights from 5 to 7 p.m.
on the Brava! Stage, musicians
and poets will bring their musi-
cal and spoken arts to the SUB.
Admission is free. The scheduled -
performance dates and artists are
as follows:
1/13105: Clayton Bellamy:
Brash and gutsy, Clayton Bellamy
is a dynamic singer/songwriter
whose words and music are a
unique reflection of today's sto-
rytelling, roots music. Clayton
was named "Entertainer of the
Year" by the Canadian Colleges
and was showcased for this
year's Canadian Organization of
Campus Activities Convention.
1120/05:Austin Willacy: Austin
Willacy is an accomplished vo-
calist/songwriter who has re-
corded four CD's with The House
Jacks (as well as 3 solo releases)
and tours extensively throughout
the U.S., Europe and Japan, per-
forming with Ray Charles, James
Brown, The Neville Brothers,
The Temptations, The Gap Band,
The Pointer Sisters, LL Cool 1.
Run DMC, Starship, Chicago and
Crosby, Stills and Nash.
1/27/05: John Vecchiarelli: John
is a songwriter and multi-instru-
mentalist based in Portland, Ore.
He began his musical endeavors
at a young age as the drummer,
singer, and collaborator for a wide
range of East Coast and Colorado
bands, and was an in-demand
freelance and session player, and
hasn't stopped since!
2/3/05: Josh Olswanger w/
Terry Smith: Olswanger is a lo-
cal piano playerjust finishing his
first album. Check out this up-
and-coming performer.
2110/05: Larry Conklin: Larry
Conklin is an acoustic guitarist,
singer-songwriter, an instrumen-
tal finger stylist, a slide guitar-
One of the ectrua Temerack ski lifts shuttles skiers and snowbosrders
up the mountain on opening dsy, Wednesdey, December 15th.
Opening of Tamarack ushers
in new ski season
BY TREUER ALTERS
Culture Writer
May I be the fifth person to say,
"Welcome back to school." I hope
everyone at Boise State had a fan-
tastic break. I, for one, had aMerry
Christmas and a happy new... ski
resort? That's right. Tamarack re-
sort opened during the thick of fi-
nals in December. Iwas prepared
to beg and plead with professors
to move their finals to any day
other than Wednesday, so I could
hit the new, untouched terrain. I
begged. I pleaded. I prayed. They
all said, "Knock it off. My final
isn't on Wednesday anyway."
I was going to take Reasoned
Discourse this semester, but I did,
so well convincing my teachers
that I decided to take Abnormal
Psychology instead. All that
convincing really paid off, too.
Tamarack was awesome. One
lift takes you to the base of an-
other lift, so you get super high
and can take long runs. Tree runs
are phenomenal at Tam, but on a
powder day, keep your speed be-
cause there are some surprise flat
spots that will slow you down. I
rode to the top just a few chairs
behind Gov. Dirk Kempthorne.
I spoke with him at the base and
tried to convince him to try snow-
boarding, but he lamented that he
would embarrass himself even on
a pair of skis.
Tamarack's opening is a top pri-
ority for the Governor, as the state
projects $103 million in tax rev-
enue over the next 15years from
the resort. Donnelly is looking
more and more like a resort town,
and that means good things for
Idaho's economy.
Tamarack is a slow 90 miles
north of Boise, just outside of
Donnelly. Most BSU students are
accustomed. to riding to Bogus,
a mere 20 miles from downtown
Boise. Ticket pricing is nearly
the same for both resorts. If you
shred the park, you will find simi-
lar setups at both resorts, with
Tamarack still perfecting its run-
way area.
Tamarack has of a half-pipe, but
poor weather leaves it unopened.
Tamarack representatives say late
January should bring the half-
pipe's opening. This will defl-
nitely be one of Tamarack's major
attractions. No one else In Idaho
has pipe capabilities, so the near-
est possibilities are west at Mt.
Hood, or in Utah or Jackson Hole.
Any skier or snowboarder who has
ever ridden a pipe knows that it is
quite different than other forms
of riding. A nearby half-pipe will
allow local boarders and skiers to
explore a whole new level of rid-
ing and become acquainted with
a totally new medium for tricks.
Sorry folks, no inverts allowed ...
as long as you are being watched.
But the pipe wall already has you
sideways, so corked spins are a
small, gray step from total inverts.
Tell that one to the ski patrol; just
make sure your pass is in your un-
derwear.
"Ambush"helps fans remember where rap has come from
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BY JOSEF FIRI4AGE
Culture Writer
From the beginning, rap has
legitimized its brand of beats and
vocals. The establishment balked
with claims that rap was beneath
music and the mainstream. This
was especially true throughout
the '80s and '90s, when rap was
still fighting to be heard in the
margins of society. These bands
were political (Public Enemy),
philosophical (KRS-One), pro-
gressively streetwise (Ice Cube),
jazzy (Digable Planets), experi-
mental (OutKast), skanless (OJ
Quick), hip-hop (Tribe Called
Quest), and sometimes explicitly
abusive and chauvinistic (Too
Short).
However, this argument has
been squashed, and by the radio
of all things. The medium that
once disregarded rap as a pass-
ing fad, and.as unplayable as the
Sex Pistols and Mudhoney, has
now taken rap by the hand and
given it dominant airplay. The
place where Madonna and the
Backstreet Boys once ruled has
now been taken over by the likes.
of Pabolous, Nelly, Lil' John, and
Ciara, among others.
We now find ourselves in a
quandary. On the one hand, rap
is disregarded, but on the other,
rap is embraced and accepted.
Mainstream rap has forgotten to
bring its roots with it. Sure, the
essence Is acknowledged and
reminisced of fondly, but there
has been a buy-out, and main-
stream rap is in danger of losing
its soul to the corporate radio gi-
ant.
Ice Cube once rapped, "Turn
off the radio." It's a mantra that
shouid not be forgotten, With lit-
tie exception, there is no soul in
top 40. Billboard has never been
about the artist, but more about
the bling. If you want rap in the
tradition of its forefathers, where
do you go? You go underground,
my friends, where the music is
real and the beats are better.
Enter Lateef & The Chief:
Maroons. Their new album,
"Ambush" is one of the best
rap albums of the year, and not
a beat too late. This is no sur-
prise considering it's another
Quannum project, the same guys
that brought us Blackalicious.
Unfortunately the album con-
tains only nine tracks, but it's
well worth the asking price at
The Record Exchange.
The album starts out in the
rap tradition of beefing your
own name, the title track being
"Ambush." However, this may be ,
the weakest track on the album.
The third track, entitled "If," is a
• ., -1, . , __ .. __ ._' n .. ·•
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Clinton, religion, and social is-
sues concerning Americans
right now.At the end of the track,
ChiefXcel asks, "Asa beat maker
how can we better use hip-hop
as a tool?" This is' an important
question and a profound stance,
considering the bubble-rap that
floods the airwaves.
One of the dopest tracks is a
bonus ileat entitled, "Best Of
Me."The beat is a rough and rug-
ged street holler. However, before
the track ends, it is juxtaposed
with an-eloquent reading of a
literary piece. This signifies the
dimensions of the street and the
image of the rap artist in general.
The piece cracks stereotypes that
bubble-rap and the radio con-
tinue to hold up, namely that the
black rapper is concerned with
.nothing but money, clubs, and
the "honey-dipped lovely: 11la LL
ceeu
"Ambush" is a conscious album
aware of the flawS' in hip-hup.
This album is in the tradition of
beats produced in the heart of
the street, a vital vein in America.
Do yourself a favor; turn off the
radio, and check this album out.
Comic strip writers' (better than myself), inquire within
THE BIG GUY
"$ ItI¥C +~ '*ofJ I~.
-:t+"/"j ",Wf,ft ,.,inJiolfle.,
_u...~ .. .
l'
Here is my plea. I want.to run a
weekly comic strip for the culture
section of this paper, and I don't
want itto be mine. Asyou can see,
my artistic talents. are lacking, but
that's why I put it in this issue. If
you can do better, or knowsome-
one who can, please contact The
Arbiter straight away.
This semester is going to be a
lot about student work in thIs sec-
tion. Here is your opportunity to
contribute.
Thank you,
Travis Estvold
Culture Editor'
~;....;;....--------------------:-------------~---------_._'
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DVDs out tomorrow
THE UILLRGE .
Director: M. Night Shyamalan
Starring: Joaquin Phoenix.Adrien Brody
William Hurt '
YOH lARlY. YOTI Dim. .
~ .~nl.\\'~~~(I,(tit\sW~~
If.rs~llri:bJtua~m lOi"W~.~it~.
SILVERCrrY
SILUER CITY
Director: John Sayles
Starring: Chris Cooper, Marla Bello,
Richard Dreyfuss
WITHOUT R PRDDLE
Director: Steven Brill
Starring: Seth Green, Matthew Lillard,
Dax Sheppard
PRPRRRZZI
Director: Paul Abascal
Starring: Cole Hauser, Robin Tunney,
Dennis Farina
THE FIFTH ELEMENT [ULTlMRTE EDITION)
Director: Luc Besson
Starring: Bruce Willis; Milla Jovovich,
Chris Tucker
Actors releasing albums:
What's their motivation?
BY JIM FRRBER
New York DBII~ News
Everyone has a voice. But does
that mean everyone has to cut an
album? Hollywood stars think so.
The record-store cut-out bins
and private kitsch collections are
bursting with releases from actors
who, in a blur of hubris, mistook
themselves for singers.
Even Phyllis Diller.
Wait, it gets better. On her al-
bum, she covered the Stones'
"Satisfaction,"
Equally surreal moments in-
clude a recording of "Proud Mary"
by Leonard Nimoy, a spoken-word
take on "Lucy in the Sky With
Diamonds" by William Shatner,
and a version of "Stand ByMe" by
Muhammad Ali. (Partial excuse:
The fighter was still Cassius Clay
at the tlrne.)
You can hear all these inad-
vertently brilliant recordings on
Rhino's "Golden Throats" CDs.
But now a trio of prominent
thespians - Robert Downey Ir.,
Minnie Driver and Kevin Spacey
- have all risked critical ridicule
this season with debut CDs..
Spacey is taking the most dar-
ing leap by doing his own sing-
ing as Bobby Darin in the movie
"Beyond the Sea," And he's per-
forming Darin's music live in
venues around the country. So, if
nothing else, you have to give the
guy credit for nerve.
Here's how the latest batch of
actors-turned-chanteurs really
sound:
KEVIN SPACEY, "Beyond the
Sea" soundtrack.
Those who watch late-night
talk shows know Spacey as a ter-
rific mimic. But why listen to what
amounts to an "I Can't Believe It's
Not Bobby Darin" CD when you
could just as easily play the actual
thing?
Viewed this way, Spacey's re-
cording becomes something of a
stunt, if a relatively accurate one.
Spacey has the rhythmic chops to
navigate Darin's brisk phrasing
- no mean feat - though he clearly
lacks the earlier star's elan.
You can measure the limits to
his voice in the ballads. His take
on "Mack the Knife" has more
smarm than charm.
The album's producer, Phil
Ramone, set Spacey's voice in
. some nice arrangements and sur-
rounded him with enough echo to
give his singing a bit of shimmer.
Of course, if you've never
bought a Bobby Darin album, and
the movie inspires you, it would
be a sin to start here.
ROBERT DOWNEY JR., "The
Futurist"
Ioni Mitchell fans probably
still haven't forgiven Downey
for his mewling cover of "River,"
which he moped through on "Ally
McBeal" some years back.
And they shouldn't.
But that recording was a sweet
memory compared to Downey's
solo debut, which appears, puz-
zlingly, on Sony's snazzy Classical
imprint. Downey offers mainly
original pieces, performed on
spare acoustic guitar or piano.
Think: Tori Amos with a' sex
change.
. But it's not Downey's eccentric
melodies that make his record
unlistenable. It's his way overar-
ticulated singing. He sounds like
"SNL's"Jimmy Fallon doing a vi-
cious satire ofDave Matthews.
Downey leans into the husky
end of his voice, then shoots up
for a cracked falsetto with such
self-consciousness, it's impos-
sible to hear the tune.
MINNIE DRIVER, "Everything
I've Got in MyPocket"
Driver owns an iffy instrument
with little wind power and less
distinction. Her pale tones aren't
done any favors by her drowsy
country-tinged tunes. The album
has so little momentum, it makes
the Cowboy Junkies seem manic.
Even her cover of Springsteen's
"Hungry Heart" threaten to lapse
into a coma.
Ultimately, her record isn't as
much ear-achingly bad as it is a
stone-cold bore.
BETTERKEEPTHATDAYJOB
Here's the Actor-Turned-Singer
All-time Hall of Shame:
DENNIS QUAID: An aging
heart-throb who karaokes his way
through R&Bstandards like a frat
boy on a four-day bender.
BRUCEWILLIS: Smug versions
of soul classics from someone
who, vocally speaking, lacks one.
EDDiEMURPHY:"Party All the
Time" -Acomedy record, right.
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FREE DELIVERY
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Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Chair
2. ASBSUFeeProposal Committee
3. BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5. BSUNon-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6. BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7. BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8. BSUCampus 10Advisory Committee
9. ASBSUFinancial Manager
10. ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11. ' ASBSUElection Board
12. ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee
. '1
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In Addition:
Ina story ran Dec. 10, 2004 The
Best Ever, The Arbiter did not in-
cludethe women's tennis team.
Four Broncos were honored with
All-WAC nominations during
the 2004 season. Senior Jemima
Hayward was a first-team selec-
tion for singles play, and was also
honored with Erin Polowski on
the first-team doubles selection.
Also honored were Alissa Ayling
The Broncos gpmnests look to their third streight Western Gpmnestlcs Conference title this saeson, as thep opened their 200S cempelgn In MaUl this past weekend.
Gymnasts start season inMaui
BY AMBER FUGER
5port~ Writer
190.09. Arizona took first (195.7)
and Maryland finished second
(193.975).
Head coach Sam Sandmire
commented on how this first
meet was a learning experience
for the team as a whole, coaches
included.
"We got a chance to see what
the kids are made of, where we are
now and where we go from here,"
Sandmire said.
A relaxing weekend trip in Maui
and an open for all competition
gave the team a chance to get a
feel of each other's strengths. The
six returning seniors gave stellar
performances.Two-time WACall-
around gymnast and two-time
Western Gymnast Champion of
the Year, senior Carla Chambers
went three for three and posted
a 9.825 on vault. Lindsey Thomas
also went three for three in Maul.
Sophomore Lindsay Ward
scored a 9.725 on vault. Ward qual-
ified and competed in the NCAA
National Championship two
weeks after the Broncos placed
fourth at the NCAA Regional
Championships last spring.
The Broncos counted one fall
on bar and floor. Most of the team
struggled on beam.
"It was a gravity storm,"
Sandmire said.
Junior Kea Cuaresma came
through and, performed beau-
tifully on beam scoring a 9.65.
Sandmire attributes this fac-
tor to the incredible athlete that
Cuaresma has evolved into.
The Maui Invitational marked
the first college meet for the new
freshmen squad and on bars
freshman Alyssa Daly represent-
ed the younger class posting a 9.7;
which Sandmlre deemed as the
highlight moment of the meet
Another breakout freshman
comes from Snellville, Georgia.
Katie Griffis is predicted to have a
break out season.
"She is extremely powerful
and incredibly talented," said
Sandmire.
Junior Katie Dinsmore is yet an-
other Bronco that went three for
three in Maul. Sandmire expects
to see great effort and spectacular
performances from Dinsmore as
the season continues.
In the 2005 season, Sandmlre
is confident in her poised upper
classmen. Seniors Chambers,
Corinna Lewis, Heidi White,
Kristin Gaare and Tiffany Putman
are joined by juniors Cuaresma,
Dinsmore and Emily Lambert in
the effort to lead the Broncos in
the pursuit of their third straight
conference title. Some new en-
and Megan Biorkman on the
second-team doubles All-WAC
team.
The Broncos advanced to the
quarterfinals of the WAC tourna-
ment.
3 WAC) tallied 33 rebounds,
eight, assists and 23 turn-
overs. Rice had 40 rebounds,
22 assists and 12 turnovers.
Rice took control of the game in
the first half with hot shooting,
leading by nine at halftime, 32-
23. Boise State's frustrations con-
tinued In the second period as the
Lady Owls scored 43 compared to
the Broncos' 25.
On Thursday the 1\11sa
Golden Hurricane defeated
the Boise State Broncos 70-61.
Tulsa pulled out to a 39-24 lead
at the half and extended that
lead to 19 before the Broncos
mounted a come-back, pulling
within two (63·61) with just un-
der three minutes left to go in
the game. The-Golden Hurricane
took control of those last few
minutes, held the Broncos score-
less, and held on to win 70-61.
Boise State was led by Cassidy
Blaine's 12 points and five re-
~Iuro BYSTAIlIIY DDEWSlEJIITliE ARDm:D
ergy from 'freshmen Griffis, Daly,
Ashlee deLeeuw, Alia Loan and
transfer sophomore Natasha
Gowda from Nebraska should add
some talented twists to the strong
Bronco squad.
The Broncos will travel to
Denver on Jan. 22 before hosting
their first home meet against Cal.
State Fullerton on Jan. 28.
Maui gave the coaches a chance
to see what the girls 'are 'made of
and who brings their top game
to floor, and now it is time to put
those talents to the test and de-
fend the title. The 2005 gymnastic
season has begun.
Lady Broncos droR both
games on the weekend
This Week In Sports
Wrestling
Frl. @Oregon 7 p.m, (PT)
Indoor Track and Field
Sat. Jackson's Track in Nampa
Dominos Pizza Community
Skiina : "
ThurS-F~ @Jackson, Wyoming
Alaska-Anchorage Collegiate
bounds. Tasha Harris, Cariann
Ramirez and Jackie Lee each
added nine. Heather Little led
the team in rebounds with six.
The Broncos are without the
assistance of sophomore cen-
ter Michelle Hessing this week-
end as she stayed in Boise with
a foot injury. As a team, Boise
State shot 41 percent from the
floor, 33 percent from three-
point range (5-15), and 67 percent
from the free throw line (14-21).
Iillian Robbins led Tulsa with 25
points, grabbed 10 rebounds and
added seven blocked shots. The
Golden Hurricane shot 49 percent
from the field, 29 percent from
three-point range, and 57 percent
from the line.
The Broncos come home for
a weekend series versus Fresno
State Thursday and Nevada on
Saturday at the Taco Bell Arena.
Before the new semester and
the 2005 season started, the BSU
gymnasts kicked back on the
warm soft sands of Maui's finest
beaches. They dipped into the
blue-green ocean to catch some
waves before competing in the
Maui Invitational.
The entire team pulled togeth-
er and raised enough funds to
send everyone to Hawaii over the
weekend. All 17 girls had the op-
portunity to put their skills to the
test. The Bronco finished fourth
behind Alaska (191.275) with a
en:
Sophomore forward Seth Robinson aueraged l~.S points and
pulled down SIH rebounds per geme ouer the we~kend. '
This week's top performer
BY RRBITER STRFF Robinson came to the Broncos
The general business management major came to
BoiseStateafteroneseasonatScottsdaleCommunity
College. During his freshman season, Robinson
earned honorable-mention all..league honors. He
averaged 10,6 points and 10.6 rebounds per 'game.
He finished lllh In'the nation in rebounding;
His senior season in high school,' Robinson was
a McDonald's All-American .nomlnee at Phoenix
Christian High School.
His hustle and intensity has become a crowd fa-
vorite for the Broncos fans .. '
, With his- hard work and determination, Seth
Robinson is awarded the ~ugui'a1 top performer.
, ' )
This week's top performer is Seth Robinson. The
sophomore forward on the men's basketball team
cattle up big over the weekend in the final two home
games of the season long seven-game home stand
for the Broncos.
The Phoenix, Ariz. native averaged 14.5 points
and six rebounds in the two games versus Rice and
Tulsa, Robinson also shot 57 percent from the field
and added five steals on Saturday night in the loss
to Rice. . .
,Due to anlnjury to center Jason Ellis last month,
~ Robinson earned- a spot in the startoillg lineup.
COURTESY: BRONCOSPDRTS.
COM
The Rice women's basketball
team extended its home win streak
onFridayeveningto 15witha 75-48
win over the Boise State Broncos.
Boise State freshman Tasha Harris
led the Broncos offensively with
nine points. Jamie Hawkins add-
ed eight points and led the team
in rebounds with five. Cassidy
Blaine added seven points and
three assists. As a team, the
Broncos shot just 27 percent
from the field, 25 percent from
three-point range, but a solid 77
percent from the free throw line.
Rice (9-6 overall, 2-2 WAC) was
led by Krystal Frazier's 11 points,
six rebounds and four assists.
The Lady Owls shot 49 percent
from the field, 27 percent from
three-point range, and 46 per-
cent from the free throw line.
The Broncos (5-7 overall, 0-
Men's Basketball
Thurs. @Fresno State 7 p.m. PT)
Sat. @Nevada 7 p.m, (PT)
Women's Basketball
Thurs, vs. Fresno State 7 p.m.
Sat. vs. Nevada 2 p.m.
_- ---::- ~~·'~J~A~N~·.·1~O~2 ~O~O~5~~!~~.~. . . '.-
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BCSBad-But Playoffs
Are Euen Worse
Is a playoff system better than
the BCS bowl arrangement that
the NCAA has in place now?
The answer would be no if Dan
Hawkins had anything. to do
about it.
·"eople always think that peo-
ple: in onr spot are in favor of a
playoff. ;rm' not; Hawkins said.
"And I'm not because I've been in
that situation before and unfor-
tunately twice we lost our start-
ing quarterback in the semifinals
game and did not win the nation-
al championship game." '
ThosetwoseasonsthatHawkins
spoke about were his final two
as head coach at Willamette
University. In 1996 the Bearcats
finished 9-2 as national quarter-
finals runner-up, The following
season, they went 13-1, with the
lone loss conlirig In.the national
.~~a~pi?nship game.In l!m,they
JQ~~WF.mdley 14-7 inlhechll~pl-
:?,!l~~!p,~me. , ".' "
:...\lt~·~,b~ld sta~elIl~nt by a coach
:~»o-s~~~, to.~hy~ys· ~e ,1o~king
..(ramthe uutSidem because his
:liiin':~iiiys)n:a,non~BCS',cpnfer.
;~~c.e,~:'rhe·n:atlon's'\Ionge~t wln-,
I ·hingstieal<;dl(ln'tglvethemcred~
::it.·Nolia perI~otr\!gularseasbn. ".i ':
;N(if:;~hiec';:isti'1l!ght:c:6'nlllrertce" ,-Thererr8.ctIPnor,pO'~B.!itet~he8d f~pb81) ceacn.. . '0i> '.",., ".,..; ", ". <",r ,,!,'th",o,' , " q8nH8.~.kth,8 dUfll1Q .Q'Pf.!!~8con,r"r~nc&~~hB.d~~;. .'. '.P~.~X:~. )"~~Pt.'·'.;e".m.p~L,,·bl'lrOre the Llbertl..-SoIiJ11,n)olBIllPhle'rTI\Iln::,':'" .",., ',.,. .', ,,' ,
!i 'bk,nHst·i"l~·'i~eiol»sri.'!t , "."";l' ~I" I ,~ /' " 'fl!1 I 1'1, I' \ I -i'" -, ..... \l"~'."".'~':':;""';"·:'·';:'·"';~-'::'·':·'"''..t,.,'.•:,•.•.· ·.S.:·:.·.,,· ..•.
~\, 1" ,'_ :' ~~.;~~,,~:~,~,,-~; ,,'9~1;~:~;,:';::r·".. t ~ 'JfJ'It '. :!.~l.l'-y., !/...'\J,;..'~'>!.,'~ ;~} ~ ~4~ ~',~ ... ~<·.~.,j!(lt;\Ji.'( : F", ~ I' .~i- ~.- <'":-,:
i ~~alri:stql\~l~oi~~!:t~~a¥~J~i~ '~~as(m< ~e'caus~':of ..~ke~rly in- is belter. Maybe .the re<\sonthat
reasonin
CJ
? .' JUry.· Juhus Roberts was. mju.re~ the Broncos hadn't lost since last·
. "Every~ne w'antstosettle It on at the end ofth~ regular seas?n, September is because Ho.wkln~
the field, but myconlmimtis' al., and Derek Sch.ouman missed fIVe.' has this mtem of thinking.. <
ways that it will not be seidedon gam~s.due an mjurr· .' '. ' ,Hawkins is not afari of theBeS
the field, it wlJ1be settled in the WIth' those ~llltned up; and system, but he knows what 'has
training rootri;H~w!dns said.. a perfect sea.son ended in the, l1urthim in the past,and hopef~l-
Boise State hllS had their share Liberty Bo~l, It can be. seen how Iy someday soon for the groncoil; '.
ofinjurles,tbiliseas~n.:Chris <;arr., he ~ould beagall1st a playoff sei!- '. they will benefit and get the reC:',·
missed tp·~t.in~l~i~,g(Utle'sof:th~,' ,son. .•... .... , '. ','. . . ··.·~ogrn.ition,thtltJheyare ..strlving'::
regular :,~easbn;;cam,Hall W;lS ,·Hawkuls,h,asbeen kn?wn to, l'
pretty inconsistent· mos(of .the . st.ateo~er;ando~er '.agam that·
:". \::',.;" '.. ,"'. '.-'. blggl;r IS not better, that better ..
BY TREUOR HORN
Sports Editor
Bronco
Liberty Bowl was the second
highest ESPNtelev ised bowl game
viewed this season. The game re-
ceived a 4.56 rating, meaning
over four million viewers tuned
in to watch the game. The lone
game with a higher viewer rating
was the Peach Bowl that matched
Florida versus MiamI.
Three Broncos received na·
tlonal postseason honors. Senior
place kicker Tyler Jones was a fi-
nalist for the Lou Groza Award,
and was recognized by five dif-
ferent publications. The Walter
Camp Foundation, AP and The
Sporting News named him as a
Second Team AlI·American. He
also earned Honorable Mention
All-American by Sports Illustrated
and collegefootballnews.com
Junior offensive tackle Daryn
Colledge was named to the First
Team All-America team by col-
legefootballnews.com and Sports
Illustrated, named sophomore
quarterback Jared Zabransky
as an Honorable Mention All·
American.
All of this was done for a team
that was the second youngest in
the nation. According to the SMU
Sports Information Department,
based on the numbers of fresh-
men and sophomores on the
team, the Broncos trailed only
SMU. Boise State's roster of 110
players consisted of 80 freshmen
or sophomores, which tallies up
Groups of th/!?e or
more will ger dlscountt
on plerclngs (nor
Including sale Irems).
All New Moon plerdngs In(Jude·
the jewelry and aftercare package with
instructions. We stand by our pierdngs,
and offer free follow up service.
We haye designs for the new
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring in.
NeWMoon Tattoo
642~ Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Popules of Idaho"
Are these your
Worst Nightmare?
espect [FADM PAGE 1]
to 72.7 percent of the roster. O[
those underclassman, 17 started
at least one game, and 27were on
the two~deep roster.
Their youthfulness may have
been the cause of some of the un·
expected close games during the
season, but the result was a per-
fect regular season.
Fans may still be catching
their breath from the last sec-
ond blocked punt against BYU
in September. They may also be
wondering how the Broncos man-
aged to pull out a last second vic-
tory in Tulsa, and how on Earth
they needed overtime to defeat
San Jose State. But, they did come
out of all of them unscathed.
Somehow. Someway..
Leaving the Broncos are T,J.
.Acree, Klayton Adams,. Andy
Avalos, Lawrence Bady, Chris
Carr, Gabe Franklin, Tyler Jones,
Julius Roberts and Andy Weldon.
Allwere honored with postseason
recognition except Bady, but the
number of starters returning is
astounding.
Next year's team may be the
best ever for the Broncos, but this
season will not be forgotten for a
long time to come.
6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526
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The University of
Montana
Blend academics with recreation - attend
Summer Semester 2005 at
The University of Montana-Missoula
You may register today and enjoy UM's relaxed
campus atmosphere, innovative course offerings
and exciting outdoor activities
To request your free Summer Semester Catalog
or to obtain more information, visit
montanasummer.com or call 406.243.4470
3H6 Rose~ill, Boise 343-3220
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NOBODY
BEATS OUR
PRICES I
33% to 70%
off
EVERYDAY
Broncos and nome stend
on lOSingnote
BY TREUDR HDRN
Sports Editor
The Boise State men's basket-
ball team split their weekend se-
ries, losing Saturday to Rice 87-75
in front of a crowd of 4,544 at the
Taco BellArena.
It was too many missed op-
portunities in the first half, and
too much Michael Harris in the
second half for the Broncos dur-
ing the weekend matinee game
Saturday.
"We didn't play well as a group
in the second half," Boise State
head coach Greg Graham said. "
...They stepped it up. They're an
experienced team with big lead-
ers and the seniors stepped it up
and we couldn't match their in-
tensity and their toughness in the
second half."
Harris scored 20 of his 25 points
in the second half as the Owls (8-4,
3-1 Western Athletic Conference)
outscured and out rebounded the
Broncos (7-7, 1-2WAC) through-
out the game.
"When he (Harris) settles down
and just stays with things that
we are doing and things we ask
him to do, things tend to really go
for him," Rice head coach Willis
Wilson said.
Rice had four players in double
figures and out rebounded the
Broncos by 14.
"We just got out hustled," BSU
freshman forward Andrew Green
said. "We can't make [a] real ex-
cuse for why we lost, we just lost."
The Broncos got out to an early
11-6 lead, but that soon evapo-
rated as Rice scored seven unan-
swered points and took a 34-30
lead into halftime. Coby Karl and
Jermaine Blackburn combined for
an atrocious four of 17shooting in
the first half.
"We missed layups," Graham
said. "...We missed a ton of mon-
eys early and we could have eas-
ily had an eight or ten point lead I
think at ha Iftime ifwe would have
made our shots. But we didn't and
that kind of offset their turnovers
to match it up and then we had a
breakdown on defense."
Despite turning the ball over
12times in the first half, the Owls
shot 52 percent from the field.
Coming out of the half, Rice
scored on nine oftheir first 11pos-
sessions and found themselves up
59-43 with just over 11minutes to
play in the game ..Harris account-
ed for ten of those points during
the spurt, and kept the lead out of
reach for the Broncos.
Unable to come back from the
deficit, the Broncos went to a
smaller lineup, which seemed
to result in a difficulty to battle
down low. Along with the Owls
tough perimeter defense, the
Broncos shot 31.4 percent from
the field and only 64.3 percent
Jermame Blackburn [21J goes up roi- a shot egalnst Jason McKrleth [3~1
as the Broncos fell to Rice 91-77 5aturdav Just two daus arter beating
Tulsa 72-71 at the Taco Bell Rrena.
from the foul line.
Blackburnlead the Broncos with
22 points, nine of those coming
in the final three minutes of the
game as he went to the free throw
line four times during the stretch.
Sophomores Seth Robinson (14
points, seven rebounds) and Karl
(12 points, five assists) were the
other two players in double fig-
ures for Boise State. Franco Harris
scored eight.
Jason McKreith scored 11 for
Rice, as J.R.Harrison and Lorenzo
Williams (14 points) scored in
double figures for the Owls.
Bring a friend, and you BOTH will receive
full colour services for the cost of ONE!
,
•
Call: (2 8) 426-1747 -or- http://care
ROI\[ \TA1f
• t; te.edu
Salon
1025 Main St. Boise
On Thursday night, the Broncos
needed a late rally as Tulsa erased
a second half 18 points deficit to
over take the Hurricane 72-71.
A commanding 44-32 halftime
lead was gone due to a 30-8 Tulsa
second half run.
The score was tied at 68 with
1:30 remaining, but late free
throws by Eric Lane held off the
Hurricane.
Blackburn led the Broncos with
20 points, and Karl contributed
19.Tez Banks pulled down 10 re-
bounds.
-The weekend series was the fi-
I'Hum IIY STA/llEY Illlll'l511:A!TIlE AnurrEIi
nal at Boise State for both Rice
and Tulsa, as the two programs
will head to Conference USAnext
season along with fellow WAC
member's UTEP and SMU. The
Broncos began their WACconfer-
ence schedule with a loss to UTEP
on NewYear's Day 91-77.
The Broncos finished their sev-
en-game home stand with a 3-4
record. Boise State now heads off
on the road this weekend with a
game Thursday at Fresno State
and Saturday at Nevada ..
BOIseState Skiers Begin Season
CDURTESY: BRDNCDSPDRTS.
CD'"
PARKCITY,Utah - Boise State
alpine skiers Margit Walter and
Spela Bertoncelj finished 23rd
and 31st respectively in the Giant
Slalom of the University of Utah
Invitational onThursday. Thiswas
the first week of 2005 collegiate
competition for the Bronco skiers.
Walter finished with a two-run
time of 2:16.95. Bertoncelj's two-
run time was 2:18.68.The winner
was Denver's Florence Roujas of
Denver who finished .with a fi-
nal time of 2:10.48. (She also won
the slalom on Wednesday). Jill
Mendenhall had problem's in her
first run and did not post an offi-
cial time. 62 racers finished the GS
today of 87 racers who started it.
On Wednesday, Bertoncelj fin,
ished 10th overall among 52 fin-
ishers in the slalom. Her two-
run time was one-minute, 46
second.18 seconds. Walter and
liliiii ..
E UICASH?
II
Career Planning
Major Exploration -
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
InteNiew Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance
I
II
I
Donate Plasma at Blomat USA
Earn $50 the first week and
$150 per month
Mon .-Sot: 9:00 - 5:30
I 4017 Overland Rd
Boise, ID 83705
L. ...
IiI'
GRIFOLS
Biornat USA, Inc.
~ring for people's health-
Mendenhall had problems in their
second runs in the slalom and fin-
ished without official times.
Despite a severe storm that
caused delays on Wednesday,
the women's slalom of the Utah
Invitational went on at the Park
City Mountain Resort. The weath-
er didn't seem to slow Boise State
sophomore Spela Bertoncelj too
much as she finished 10th over-
all among 52 finishers in the sla-
lom. Her two-run time was one-
minute, 46.18 seconds. The win-
ner of the women's slalom was
Denver's Florence Roujas who
finished with a time of 1:42.27.
Bertoncelj's Bronco teammates,
sophomore Margit Walter and
junior Jill Mendenhall -both had
problems in their second runs and
finished without official times.
The next scheduled competi-
tion for the Broncos is the Alaska
Invitational in Jackson Hole,
Wyo., Jan. 13-14.
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III TH E A A BIT E A
preferred. $525/mo. 342-
0985 -
FOUND !II
German Shepard Puppy
Found on Juanita St.
Must Identify
Call: 208-343-2213
FREE Blonde Lab. Buddy
loves attention, kids, food,
and outdoors. Interested?
Call 658-1573
Free Sharpel to good
home. Loves kids, house
trained. Paid $400. Call
Kirk at 409-5731.
'97 Green Saturn. 5
sp. Spoiler, sun-roof, cd
player. $2800 obo, Needs
to selll Contact 989-
9102/989-9082.
1967 Ford Pickup
Runs Great! Many new
parts. $IOOO/obo. Call
Patrick @ 841-8034
1998 Ford Couutour SE,
4dr sedan, all power, CD,
AC, 6cyl, 5spd tran. 71k
$37000bo 447-1602
sooahinc@email.com
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Ca11888-1464
Canon A-I 35mm Cam-
era OUTFIT! Easy to
Use Manual or Auto
Exposure modes . Canon
Factory FD 28mm n:2.8,
50mm fl:1.8 and 100-
200mm fl :5.6 lenses.
Canon Power Winder A.
Canon Flash and shoul-
der case. All Canon lens
caps, filters on each lens,
polarizer, manuals. ALL
ABSOLUTELY MINT!
$31510BO.375-1911
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box, Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Intro to Spectroscopy, 3rd
edition; Pavia. CHEM
~4(1, ~7';. C:::a1l424-8728
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Queen Pillow Top' mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
lbd/Iba completely fur-
nished daylight apt. in
NEnd. FIP, LIR, NC,
Cable, 1000sqft. Private
entrance. Quiet student
Affordable
Downtown
Uving
Newly Built ,
1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595
• tiel'll/on
• Dlrcaly QCfVJI from lfinco
• U.Jlwr jllIltS.f /f)()M
• BIIJIIltJ.l Ctmer
• S«rnodA<Xw
(')~"n !.:",\ ~':l~ : ....1 IV J'
344·7400
" OtJ\;tllSl:
www.Cll.oIcP\a13ApMrnentscom
Classic N. End Duplex
Ibd+bonus rm near Co-
op, very clean. Avail. Jan.
1. $500 Call 602-2539 or
345-3683
PrivateLMngAreas & Bath
SharedCommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
F Roommate wanted to
share NEnd home, $4501
mo. Includes all util, own
living arealbath. 514-
'8664
FEMALE ROOM-
MATE wanted. Private
bedroom and bath, WID.
$300/mo + util. Call 724-
0352
M, Roommate Wanted.
BSU Village Apartments.
$300 util. included. Call
631-9901.
Starting at $295/mo.
Bring In ad Be receive $100
off 1stmonth rent
Includesallutilities,cable!
computerlab.Open 7 days
a week
336-8787
MY STOCK-PICKING
SOFThJARE NEEDS
MORE FEATURES.
DO YOU EVER FEEL
GUlL TY FOR SCAMMING
INNOCENT PEOPLE OUT
OF THEIR MONEY?
I DID A STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS AND FOUND
NO CORRELATION
BEThlEEN MY EFFORTS
AND MY REl.o..,lI\RDS.
I,
WCAKll
BroncoJobs
-5Ali"·"""'''j'·
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
, at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
If you enjoy spending
time with people In need
of help (elderly, handi-
capped, disabled children)
callus. Requirements: 6-
12 mo. explTB test/CPR!
Background check, reli-
able trans. a must. PIT &
FIT work avail. We will
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
Looking for caring, re-
sponsible person to watch
one year old in my
Eagle home. Mornings.
20hrs. a week. $6.00/hr.
Send resume to mark-
nani@earthlink.net
Parkside School. Earjy
Childhood Ed. teachers
interested in working in
an academic preschool
environment. $8/hr. Call
283-2777.
Work for Rent! Wanted,
upper class level student
for secluded country liv-
ing within 2 miles. I bdr.
home in exchange for 12
hours house/yard cleaning
and pet care. Car required.
Cost average $50/mo. No
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336-700 l.
Weneedenthusiastic
individualswith
excellentverbal skills
to work 20-40
hoursperweek.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
.Pald training
• Casual environment
• Flexible schedule
$7 to $12 per hr
Pleasecall for
more information
658·4888
Customer Sales/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp NeL, We train
CAll 331·2820
Call Mon.·Thu". 9-4
FRPlyt has nearly ·100
rentals next to BSU.
No need for a car here!
Studios,
1 bedroom,
2 bedroom,and
3 bedroomDISCOUNT.
[ Welcome back students! ]
~
I THINK I'LL ADD ~
A MODULE THAT CLAIMS li
TO MAKE HAIR GROW ~
ON BALD GUYS. I'LL ~
FIRST TEST IT
ON A RAT. I
~
~
"
I I FELT ADRIFT IN A
w SEA OF RANDOMNESS.
1
~DESPERATE AND ABSURD.
DEVOID OF PURPOSE.
LOST.
I FEEL A
NEW ONE
ON MY
BUlTOCKSI
THAT'S ALL
THE PROOF
I NEED.
\
I.~~==~~:=::====~::::
~ <If so YOU USE
<l I ONLY SCAM THE s ARROGANCE
@ PEOPLE WHO WOULD li TO CANCEL
~ DO THE SAME THING II GUILT?I TO ME IF THEY WERE g .
i SMARTER. ~)
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ITS A GOOD
SYSTEM.
DOWN
1 Very much
2 Actor's part
3 Composer Porter
4 Emulate Oksana
Baiul
5 Tabletop
greenhouse
6 Logger's tool
Arbiter clessrftad aduar-trsemants are frea to
students. ClaSSified ads may ba place three ways:
email: classlfladsliarblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-B20'l x 100
or stop by the offlca at 1605 UOIverslty Drive
[across from the SUB].
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Circle parts
5 Bath powders
10 Gymnast Korbut
14 Bubbei neck
15 Banish
16 Wordsmith
Webster
17 _podrida
18 Worth saying
again
20 Balance on the
brink
22 Refuse afloat
23 Put into effect
26 Get the point
27 Droop
30 Husband-to-be
32 "0 don fatale" or
"Vissi d'arte"
36 Theater signal
37 Blowup bed
40 Summer thirst
quencher
41 Firearm
42 Talk baby talk
43 Venomous
African snake
44 Minor crime
47 Payable on
demand
48 Mishmash dish
49 Fred's first dance
partner
50 Craving
51 Want
54 Belittle
56 Whispered
words
60 To-do
64 More worthy
67 Property claim
68 She in France
69 Buenos
70 ContraciTrl
wrinkles
71 Metal joint
72 Factory
73 Dead and Red
[
']n
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7 Rim of a cup
8 Pitch symbol
9 Navy frogmen
10 Streaking
11 Lofting tennis
shots
12 Festive event
13 Uh...excuse me
19 Shoe tip
21 Switch on
24 Part of an eye
25 Turkey mister
27 Con games
28 Accounts
inspection
29 Honker flock
31 "The Avengers"
star Patrick
33 Poised
34 Publish
35 Vail rival
38 Box in a shop
39 Bullfighter
45-Appeared
smaller by
comparison
46 Put two and two
together
Solutions
01/10/05
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 - Dig your heels
in and don't be bu.lgcd by any
amount of persuasion. You're the
anchor that gives the others the
freedom to ask silly questions.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - There's more than
enough to keep you busy. In fact,
you may feel overwhelmed. Don't
panic, sort through that stack
of stuff and find something to
delegate, over and over again.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Scpt. 22)
Today is an 8 - The perfect words
are easier than ever to find.
Postpone a meeting with business
associates until tomorrow.
Right now is better for a private
consultation with your partner,
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 5 - Your place may
need some fixing up, or even a
renovation. It'll be obvious what
you should do next, speeding
things up considerably.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - You're smart
and getting smarter in a subject
that you love. Don't get over-
confident, though. Mastery
requires more practice.
59 Head out to sea
61 Express longing
62 "Star Wars"
princess
63 Picnic pests
65 Bikini piece
66 Writer Deighton
..
52 Actress Ruby
53 Strip of leather
55 Egg hearts
56 Gush
57 _Stanley
Gardner
58 Con's room
Sagittarins (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - Your focus is
noticeably shifted to generating
more income. This may be an
unfamiliar feeling, since you're
not very materialistic. You can be
when necessary. however, so do
it now.
Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 - You're brilliant
and charming, an entrepreneur of
astonishing talent, it's true. Don't
be a bore telling others about your
abilities. Show them. instead.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is a 5 - The stack is too high
to see over the top. Besides, it's
booby trapped with stuff you don't
want to do. Hire somebody to come
in and clean out the icky part.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 - Team efforts are
highly favored now, so don't be
a loner. They need you to solve
a puzzle that has them baffled,
'cause it's not logical.
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"Let's face it, .Doc '"
Nobody loves a horse named.Charlie:. . . -'. . .. "'-', ,- .:
z,
By Linda C. Hlack
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday: 01110/05.
Yo'u're strong, intelligent and
compassionate this year. You're
wise to be humble, too. Listen to
critics to catch any details you
might have overlooked. Assume
there's more to learn.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 6 - You are a natural
leader, and you can prove it hy
following a person with more
experience, maturity and a higher
rank. Do it with respect.
Taurus (April 20·May 20)
Today is an 8 - Higher education
is an option to consider. Spend
the time and money on something
practical, something you can use.
You can figure out what that is.
Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 6 - Review your losses
and tally up your winnings.
Promise yourself a treat, like an
outing to a special place for lunch
tomorrow. There'll be more time
and money then.
· i
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.YOUR PURCHASES FUND SCHOLARSHIPSI
WWW.boisesl8teboolls.com
iii
broncoweb.bolsestate.odu
look for the hand Icon in the registration section
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